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A message from our Deputy Director
Dear colleagues,
As we all look forward to a well-deserved break over the coming holiday period, we want to thank
everyone who has been involved in hosting and supporting our students this term. With your ongoing
support the vast majority of students have shown their resilience and are making good progress towards
gaining their QTS. We are mindful of the fact that this has been another year of disruptions, but we are
confident that the students will be well prepared f or their NQT year. The current cohort will be the first
to benefit from an extended 2-year NQT period as part of the Early Career Framework. The Chartered
College of Teaching have produced some helpful resources and guidance on this here. The launch of
the new Teaching School Hubs means that they will start to assume responsibility for teacher CPD across
the life of a teacher’s career, and we wait to see how this will look in practice. We are in discussions
across the sector to see how we can support and play a role in these developments. We are also looking
to see how we can offer apprenticeships for 2022-2023 and we will share more news as we have it. The
pace of change is as unrelenting as ever, and we hope we can support each other as a partnership to
make the most of current opportunities. Please do contact me with any ideas or questions you may have.
Wishing you a restful break.
Matt Sossick
Deputy Director and Head of Initial Teacher Education
matthew.sossick@roehampton.ac.uk

In this issue
Professor Marilyn Holness OBE, Director of Student Engagement, discusses the statutory changes to
Relationships Education and the support available via the PSHE Association (page 3). Our BA Year 3
students recently met local MP Siobhan McDonagh, discussing education, women’s safety and more,
see page 4. We invite schools to meet our BA Year 3 and PGCE students at our online Recruitment
Event on 28th April – see page 5 for details. Our colleagues at Growhampton share their thoughts around
the art and mindfulness of growing food, and the experience of our BA Year 2 students who completed
their ELE placement with the team (page 6). Details of our MA in Educational Practice are on page 8.
Matt Sossick considers the DfE’s Teacher Recruitment and Retention Strategy on page 9, and shares
suggestions and ideas from partner schools for managing teacher and student teacher workload. We
have a strong team of experts in the curriculum who can support with subject leadership, curriculum
development, assessment, and raising attainment; see page 12 for how we can support your school with
bespoke subject CPD and training. Miles Berry, Principal Lecturer in Computing Education, explores
computational thinking on page 13, considering how ideas and approaches of computer science can be
applied to solving problems in other domains. Details of the Geographical Association’s Annual
Conference 2021 are on page 14.
We celebrate the success of our BA Year 1s on placement on page 15, and share how we have worked
with partners to develop Year 1 students’ breadth of subject knowledge on page 16. On page 17 we
share student feedback following our fantastic Experienced Teacher Day 2021. Anthony Barlow reflects
on the recent conference Towards a Balanced and Broadly-Based Curriculum on page 20, and Karin
Doull, Principal Lecturer in Primary History, is the focus for this issue’s Staff Profile, on page 21.
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The PSHE Association
Professor Marilyn Holness OBE, Director of Student Engagement
As the national body for personal, social, health and
economic (PSHE) education, we’re here to support all
schools to ensure their PSHE education programmes are
high quality, effective and manageable.
This has been a momentous but challenging past year in
various respects. After leading the campaign for statutory
PSHE education for many years, we saw the fruits of our
efforts realised with the introduction of statutory
Relationships Education (primary), and Relationships
and Sex Education (secondary) and Health Education in
September 2020.
Confusingly, this statutory content is sometimes abbreviated as ‘RSHE’, but the majority of schools are
teaching it in the context of broader PSHE education, which also includes economic wellbeing and careers.
Of course, schools have had to adjust to the enormous pressures of the pandemic, and it’s certainly been
challenging for them to get a grip on these PSHE education requirements amidst everything else they had
to take care of. The Department for Education have therefore given schools a little leeway with
implementation, but there is still an expectation that all schools have most things in place by the summer
term, and the remainder by the start of the new school year.
We do however know that they majority of schools and teachers value PSHE education for its own sake,
not just because it’s now a requirement. Many schools already have excellent provision in place and there
has been a real recognition this year of the importance of PSHE education in addressing issues – such as
mental health, strained relationships, online threats – that have only been exacerbated by the pandemic.
PSHE can also help with getting back into the swing of academic progress, given that safe, supported
children are in a better place to learn.
Yet despite its key role in supporting recovery, PSHE education’s greatest strengths are its long-term
benefits to health, wellbeing and supporting children to thrive. To ensure effective PSHE education for all,
we need to ensure all professionals charged with teaching PSHE are properly prepared to deliver it
effectively, and safely. Only by doing so can
PSHE education live up to its full potential to
prepare children for life’s challenges, and make
the most of life’s opportunities.
And that’s where we are here to help, through
the resources we produce and quality assure,
and the training we can offer you and your
colleagues. We are both a membership body
and charity, working hard to support a national
community to deliver the best PSHE education
they can while raising the quality and status of
the subject nationally.
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With this in mind, we’d like to highlight free training that we’re running through Futurelearn. Our ‘PSHE
Education: Helping Children Navigate a Complex World’ training explores the nature of PSHE education
and provides all teachers – but especially those new to the subject – the fundamentals of safe, effective
practice. We’re delighted to open enrolment again from March 29th until May 2th and encourage you to
spread the word. Places can be booked here on the Futurelearn site.
We’ve also just launched ‘Three Steps to RSHE Success’ guidance with teaching unions ASCL, NAHT,
NEU as well as Public Health England, the Sex Education Forum and the Association for Young People’s
Health. This implementation guidance and complementary podcast series will give schools the support
they need to implement statutory RSHE by focussing on three key steps:
- Consulting with parents and pupils, and developing policy
- What to teach and how to teach it
- Sustaining success
We have a lot more to offer besides and would be delighted to support
your school and teachers.
Visit us at: www.pshe-association.org.uk

Primary Education: Meet the MP!
One of the highlights of the year for the Year 3 Primary Education students is going to
(or this year meeting online) the U.K Parliamentary Education Service. We
supplemented this in March by inviting BA Primary Education Year 1 QTS students to
spend some time on zoom with one of the local parliamentary constituency MPs.
Siobhan McDonagh is the Member of Parliament who represents the Mitcham and Morden constituency,
an adjoining borough to Roehampton, and where many Partnership schools are based. It is also where
many students live or travel through. She has represented the borough since 1997.
In a wide-ranging and open discussion, we spoke about the role of MPs, what they do when Parliament is
sitting and not sitting to help us think about the teaching of citizenship, geography or PSHEC. Siobhan
talked about her role on the Treasury Select Committee, as part of the Parliamentary Labour Party and
about her work through her weekly Advice Surgeries. These are up to four-hour sessions (currently on
zoom), which help local families and dealing with whatever constituents need support with.
We particularly discussed the importance of teachers, of education locally and the provision for the bulge
classes now going through the Secondary phases. Siobhan talked about school visits she has undertaken
and we chatted about how she enjoys regularly meeting residents, and particularly in pre-pandemic times,
knocking on doors on Sunday mornings or just being out and about in the local park.
One further area students raised was the very current issue of women’s’ safety, and the Sarah Everard
case, and what she was trying to do to support this area of concern. Asked what her achievements were,
these were particularly in relation to healthcare, and the staving off from closure of the local hospital and
helping to secure the first new station to be built in South London for 60 years at Mitcham Eastfields.
Most of all, Siobhan said that she was inspired by the job that the
students are taking up, encouraged them in their training and said that
they are the people who change the lives of children. She encouraged
them to believe in themselves, and thanked them for stepping into this
vital profession. She finished by reflecting particularly on the person who
inspired her, Doreen Fowler who was her history teacher!
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The Art and Mindfulness of Growing Food
written by Growhampton, March 2021
In February 2021, Growhampton welcomed Year 2 Primary Education
students, Catherine Ross and Eve Harries, as part of their one-week
placement on the edible campus. Below we outline how art,
mindfulness and creative play can be blended with food growing and
efforts to enhance biodiversity.
Soil journeys
By growing seasonally and organically, a number of different fruit and
vegetables are grown on the University of Roehampton’s edible
campus. This includes a container garden next to the Hive Café,
allotments by the Students’ Union, a 100-year-old orchard, and a
polytunnel nearby to the dance studios. Through companion planting
and crop rotation, soil care and biodiversity sit at the heart of the fieldto-fork journeys we create and explore with students.
Catherine and Eve developed an insight into the importance of healthy soil for local biodiversity and
sustainable food production through learning about different soil types and how they relate to the needs of
certain crops. Within this discussion is the empowering actions that current and future generations can
take to improve ours soils, in particular setting up home, school and community composting schemes.
Creative engagement
The power of art is a key tool for engaging young people, students and the wider community on food
education and biodiversity. Signage is particularly beneficial for the edible campus, whether it might be
signs for different vegetables and herbs, or uplifting quotes to inspire people wandering the university
grounds. Catherine and Eve spent one of their afternoons designing and painting colourful signage for
crops growing in our polytunnel. The mindfulness of drawing and painting is popular among all age groups
and connects individuals to a range of intelligences.
Closing the loop

Left and centre, setting up and painting a new wormery; right, the finished article.
Likewise, signage feeds into positive messaging and encourages eco-friendly habits. One example is a
new wormery that Catherine and Eve set up next to the chicken coop and Hive Café, where students, staff
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and community members can compost cooked food waste via hungry tiger worms. The resulting nutrientrich vermicompost and liquid feed can be used around the edible campus to enhance soil and plant health.
By signposting people to what things can and cannot be composted, the upcycled, colourful worm station
painted by Catherine and Eve invites passers-by to build their composting knowledge through a playful
approach. Such a facility can easily be built, painted and maintained in a primary school or educational
setting.
The Mindfulness of Chicken Care
The flock of 11 hens living on campus naturally attract the curiosity of
students, staff and members of the public. Their quirky and social
personalities are infectious, while learning about their journey from an
industrial factory setting to the leafy suburbs of Roehampton also
triggers conversations on animal welfare and the shortcomings of
industrial farming. Learning about the diverse needs of chickens and
how they can be supported through an edible campus and committed
group of student volunteers is a positive step in the right direction for
our food system. With an increasing number of schools, community
gardens and universities now homing chickens, the training that
Catherine and Eve gained in chicken care is of great use should they
choose to set up or manage a similar initiative in a school. The
wellbeing benefits of spending time outdoors with the hens cannot be
overstated.
Explorations through foraging
The beauty of being based on a large campus university with lots of woodland, shrubbery and wild space
is the opportunity to explore and step away from the computer. This is important for young learners who,
like many of us, are spending more time using digital devices, including in the classroom. Taking the
classroom outdoors, even if for short periods, allows for a mindful educational setting. Foraging is one
relevant and fun activity. Catherine and Eve were able to learn about many of the wild edibles growing on
campus, including blackberries, dandelion, wild garlic and apple trees, and how these can also be turned
into preserves, cordial and apple juice, or just eaten raw. Simple foraging and fruit harvesting is a safe and
engaging activity for all age groups, which can also lead to improved physical health and mental wellbeing.
Wildflower sowing
The Old Orchard is one of the university’s best kept secrets, a magical
space tucked away between Froebel Lake and the university library.
It harbours several rare apple trees planted 100 years ago and young
pear and plum trees planted more recently by Growhampton
volunteers. It is a creative space for students, staff and the community
to be mindful, perform and unwind. Over the winter of 2020/21 it has
become a peaceful space for volunteers to connect and engage in
positive actions amidst the wider challenges and current uncertainty.
A key motivation in redesigning the orchard space has been to
increase biodiversity on campus through the planting of wildflowers
and introduction of a bug hotel. By developing this skill and developing
knowledge on why pollinators and insects are so important in our
ecosystem, Catherine and Eve can take confidence in leading similar
initiatives in other urban settings, particularly schools.
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Woodland spaces for creative play
Woodland has great value in experiential learning, child wellbeing and
creative play. Catherine and Eve drew up a plan to utilise the Old
Orchard space from an art and biodiversity lens. Some of the ideas
proposed included installing a wishing tree, natural collaging, building
a bug hotel and sketching local wildlife and trees.
Final reflections
“A week at Growhampton has been so valuable to see how the campus
can be used in a sustainable way. It offers a range of amazing spaces
where learning can take place for both university and primary school
students. We experienced the importance of learning outdoors and
found that (especially during Covid times) being outside is so important
for getting out of the house and exploring the world around us. As art
specialists we found it very insightful to see how we could channel our creativity through other ways we
would not normally experience like planting seeds, or building homes for worms, especially whilst being
outside, it was impossible not to feel positive. We particularly enjoyed making signs to accompany the
seeds that we planted as we were very involved with the whole process and we loved combining painting
with all that we learnt about the wormery when we made a sign for it.” (Catherine Ross)
“I gained a much deeper understanding of the importance of sustainability, and how little improvements
can make all the difference.” (Eve Harries)

MA Educational Practice
Have you thought about undertaking an MA? If so, the University of Roehampton has an MA which is
tailored towards teachers: MA in Educational Practice.
Our MA programme in Educational Practice is a part-time course for teachers seeking to further develop
their pedagogical skills and knowledge. The programme is taught via evening lectures plus occasional
Saturdays. Students gain an in-depth understanding of teaching and learning within the context of today’s
schools and other educational establishments.
On the course you will explore education theories and cutting-edge research and discuss how these can
influence your teaching and the learning of your pupils. You will also develop your own research interests
and expertise, building a strong foundation for your future career prospects. Each module relates to your
workplace context and allows you to underpin practice with theoretical knowledge and reflection. Further
details about the course can be found on the following links:
https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/postgraduate-courses/educational-practice/
https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/globalassets/documents/open-days/ma-educational-practice-2021.pdf
Discounts are offered for alumni: https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/alumni/benefits-and-services/Eac
If you graduated via the PGCE route, then you may already have 60 M level credits which you could count
towards this MA. Please be aware that we only consider M level credits awarded within the last 5 years.
If you have any questions or queries, please get in touch: nicola.treby@roehampton.ac.uk
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/782608/6.5092_DFE_Teacher_Retention_Strategy_1Pager_v10ii.pdf
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Teacher Workload Reduction
In January 2019 the DfE launched its Recruitment and Retention Strategy (see previous page, 9). The
strategy included a range of resources to help schools and ITE providers consider ways to help teachers
redress their work/life balance. We wanted to remind colleagues about these resources. At a time when
workload stress has been affected by the Covid pandemic, a return to considering how life in ‘normal time’
might be made more manageable may prove useful.
There are some useful ideas on managing marking, planning and data management.
In November 2019 we surveyed our partners about their efforts to reduce workload. Below are some of
the suggestions and strategies that they shared. If you have any other strategies you have been
developing, we would be delighted to hear from you and share these.
Partner schools’ efforts to manage teacher and student teacher workload
Partner schools have shared some of the strategies
that they have used to rationalise and reduce workload
for teachers and student teachers at our Strategic
Management Boards. Some have set up workload
committees within teaching school alliances to review
how they manage teacher workload.
Considerable efforts are being made by a number of
schools to look at marking policies. Account has been
taken of DfE advice to ensure that marking is
meaningful and manageable and focuses on quality
and not quantity. Deep marking has often been
reduced to a termly or half termly activity. At other times the focus has been on timely oral feedback. One
alliance talked about ‘live feedback’, where the visualizer is used to discuss pupils’ work with the whole
class, to mitigate against the need for regular book marking by the teacher. Schools reported that they
were moderating marking to ensure quality and consistency and sharing best practice across the school.
Several partner alliances talked about how they had extended and developed parents’ evenings so that
feedback could be managed in this way, rather than having onerous amounts of marking.
Another school has abandoned reports in favour of longer parents’
evenings, to save on the amount of time spent writing the reports. This
was done in part to tackle a ‘being busy’ culture, where people were seen
to be working. This resonates with advice given by UCET in their paper
on ‘Professionally acceptable workloads’.
In one school the workload pressures from senior leadership team
learning walks has been replaced by classroom teachers undertaking
these walks as a CPD activity, or an NQT leading the walk with a member
of SLT, with the emphasis being on the NQT’s learning.
Another alliance had taken steps to create a CPD afternoon once a
fortnight, by adjusting their timetable to create space. This meant that
meetings and CPD events could happen on these afternoons and there
was less need for staff to stay late for meetings at other points in the week.
Other schools have also looked at some timetable collapsing in order that
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staff can finish early on a day or two a week. In secondary schools this is often done by reducing tutor time
and giving children after school activities, enabling staff to leave earlier on certain days.
For student teachers, we heard of teaching school alliances taking personalised approaches to workload.
Adjustments were made to teaching loads for individuals at times of particular stress. This flexibility was
seen as important in maintaining student teachers’ well-being.
A partner SCITT had undertaken a mapping exercise of student teachers’ workload to identify pinch points.
As a result they had built in a reading week in December to help manage the stress at this time of year
with assignment deadlines approaching. Mentors are encouraged to co-plan with trainees; these mentors
have additional remuneration for their work, which values their time.
One school suggested that every time SLT brought in new changes, that they should be scrutinised from
a workload perspective and the impact on staff time considered.
A partner trust said that they shared planning across schools, to reduce time spent by everyone planning.
Evening emails had been banned, to avoid expectations to work in the evenings. Strict end times are
adhered to for meetings to stop encroaching on staff time. On-site counselling had been introduced using
an organisation called Place 2 Be to support well-being, and it was reported that increasing numbers of
staff were using it.
Another school had run inset days on topics that staff
had chosen rather than being imposed by management.
Their email policy had changed to a ‘no reply in the
evenings’ position. Meeting times had been moved to
avoid Mondays, as staff had reported that it was too busy
on that day.
One local authority had created a workload action group
where concerns could be aired. A school governor sat
on the group so that they could hear concerns and
expectations.
Another school was using HLTAs so that staff never have to cover colleagues. They also used well-being
triangles where staff go and support each other in groups of 3.
One partner school was very concerned that the self-efficacy of staff was promoted, so that teachers have
a voice in new initiatives. TAs were given a morning a fortnight for CPD to promote and value their role.

PROJECT: MAPPING LOCKDOWN
Have your children produced maps of their local area during lockdown? Could they?
If so, you might be interested in an upcoming funded research project relating
to mapping and how young people’s lives have been shaped by their enforced
stay home. This is a collaboration between the University of Liverpool and
Queen Mary, University of London, and the Royal Geographical Society and
some University staff hope to get involved. For more details,
please contact s.brace@rgs.org.
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Bespoke Subject CPD and Training for Schools
We have a strong team of experts in the curriculum who can support your school with subject leadership,
curriculum development, assessment, and raising attainment.
They already provide a wide range of support and advice to
teachers, schools, projects and organisations interested in Early
Years and primary education and have written and been
consulted on a wide range of curriculum change.
As a school partner, you are entitled to access these and we can
offer bespoke in-school consultancy. Our staff can visit your
school, or provide CPD virtually, depending on your specific
requirements.
Secure judgements - our primary and secondary experts can support you in judging the scope,
sequencing and quality of impact you are having through the curriculum in your school. They can provide
detailed feedback on how to improve your intent and implementation and support you and your subject
leads in preparing for inspection.
Tailored CPD on your choice of topic - curriculum development, raising attainment, accurate
assessment...tell us what you need help with, and we'll do the rest.
Cost effective - our consultant will come to you and can work with groups of staff, or provide school-wide
CPD, reducing school travel expenses and supply cover costs. Best of all, we can work 1-1 with teachers;
just one hour with someone with experience and an overview can be enough for your team to be stimulated
to implement a new strategy or refresh existing materials.
Often the core of success is already there, it might just need refreshing, re-focusing or a new confidence
in the light of new requirements, especially if your subject lead is new in role.
Consultants can provide full, half day and twilight sessions targeting a specific issue, all the way through
to a series of visits based on a structured improvement plan, accompanied by a detailed report containing
analysis and recommendations for future development.
Consultants have all been practising teachers, school or subject leaders, inspectors and advisers, and
now work in Initial Teacher Education. They undertake a huge variety of both paid and unpaid work,
through activities such as reviewing curriculum materials, providing talks and presentations on subject
themes or running CPD courses.
Testimonial: I wanted to write to say a huge thank you for the subject sessions. The feedback has been
really strong. Both subject leaders and schools appear to have really appreciated the opportunity to focus
on the curriculum and to deepen their knowledge and practice.
Please contact matthew.sossick@roehampton.ac.uk for further information, or an informal discussion
about our in-school or virtual consultancy services.
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Computational thinking
Miles Berry, Principal Lecturer in Computing Education
Computational thinking owes its origins to a paper by Jeanette Wing (2006), which explored how some of
the ideas and approaches of computer science could be applied to solving problems in other domains.
This linkage to other contexts remains a common approach to introducing the elements of computational
thinking in primary schools, for example through teaching the idea of an algorithm by having pupils give a
sequence of instructions for making a jam sandwich. More recently, the link between computational
thinking and computer programming has had more emphasis (e.g. Tedre and Denning, 2016), regarding
computational thinking as an approach to problem solving which seeks to find an automated (i.e.,
programmable) solution to the problem.
Computational thinking makes use of a number of common strategies or concepts from computer science,
such as abstraction, decomposition, generalisation and algorithms.
Abstraction is a powerful technique for managing the complexity of multi-layered systems, in which some
layers of detail are set to one side, allowing the problem solver to focus on what is most relevant to the
current task. For example, in recording a video, pupils might concentrate on their dialogue and actions,
rather than attending to the technical detail of how individual frames are recorded or processed on the
tablet or camera they are using. Similarly, when creating a computer game, pupils will typically focus on
the objectives, rules and controls of their game, rather than creating photorealistic renders of the scene or
character.
Decomposition is the process of breaking a problem down into smaller parts, before addressing each of
these. In our video making example, pupils might break the big task of making a video down into
component parts, perhaps dividing these amongst the members of a group or a team: the story, the script,
costumes, settings, props, acting, filming, recording audio, editing etc. In making a game, pupils would
decompose this big task into designing characters and background, handling input from the user,
programming movement, working out scores, adding background music or sound effects and so on.
Pattern recognition or generalisation is the process of identifying which parts of a solution can be
reused, either within the solution or by looking at how similar problems have been solved previously by
others. Good computer programmers can be lazy, rarely creating new solutions from scratch when it is
possible to reuse aspects of someone else’s tried and tested approach. In our movie making example,
similar approaches to acting, filming and editing could be applied irrespective of the specifics of a particular
project. Similarly, a maze game on a computer is likely to have similar underlying code irrespective of the
particular characters, hazards or scoring the programmer selects. Developing as a computational thinker,
and indeed as a programmer, involves extending the repertoire of patterns that can be drawn on.
Algorithms are sequences of instructions (or
sometimes sets of rules) to achieve a particular
objective. Computational thinking is concerned with
finding an algorithm to solve a problem, or more often a
class of similar problems. There are some important
algorithms for problems such as searching a list for a
particular matching value, sorting lists into order, finding
the quickest route between two places on a map or
deciding which webpages to list first when using a
search engine. Pupils learn algorithms in maths
lessons, such as those for column addition, for long
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multiplication or for adding fractions. Pupils might think of the dialogue and stage directions in a script as
an example of an algorithm, or use the term to describe the sequence of moves a character would follow
to escape from a maze, although here it would be better to think of the more general algorithm which would
find a path through any maze.
Whilst there are many areas of the curriculum in which these computational thinking concepts can be
applied (for example, levels of abstraction in maps in geography lessons, breaking tasks down into smaller
sub-tasks in design and technology, repeating tunes or rhythms in music or the plan for a story in English
lessons), these are perhaps best considered as analogies for how these concepts are applied to
constructing automatable solutions to problems - it’s only when these problem solving approaches are
applied to computable solutions that they become genuinely computational thinking. Without computation,
computational thinking is just thinking.
Reflection
Do these approaches apply to any problem solving activity, or do they only make sense when computers
are involved? Is it better to teach these with concrete, real world examples, or should they always be linked
to programming? Is the development of computational thinking sufficient as a justification for including so
much computer science on the primary curriculum?
References
Tedre, M. & Denning, P. J. 2016, ‘The long quest for computational thinking’, Proceedings of the 16th Koli
Calling International Conference on Computing Education Research, 120–129.
Wing, J. M. 2006, ‘Computational thinking’, Communications of the ACM, 49, 3, 33–35.

Virtual Geography Conference: Book by 5th April
Lots of primary sessions available

The Geographical Association’s Annual Conference 2021 will be held at online beginning on Thursday 8
April, and the main programme will run over Friday 9 and Saturday 10 April. This is a large conference,
from Early Years to A-level, with hundreds of delegates from across the globe.
Booking information is here and programme details are
here.
There are a variety of pathways running throughout the
programme, including EYFS, primary and beginning
teacher. Hear from the best speakers on Primary
Geography and pick up inspiration, tips and build your
support network. In addition, the Decolonise Geography
Group have created a list of sessions that address the topic
of decolonising geography, read it here.
@EYPPC_GA
@The_GA
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Roehampton Student Teachers take the challenges of lockdown in
their stride and earn glowing praise from host schools
One could be forgiven for thinking that 2020-21 is not an ideal year to embark on a teacher training degree,
what with school closures and countless coronavirus restrictions. But Roehampton's Y1 BA Primary
Education students have good reason to disagree. During lockdown most primary schools remained open
for vulnerable pupils and the children of key workers, and most of our first-year undergrads went ahead
with their planned school placements, gaining terrific experience despite the unusual circumstances.
For most students, the placement was a blend of face-to-face
teaching in school and online from home, and around 40 were
rewarded with a special commendation certificate from their
host schools. Programme convenor Anthony Barlow
commented: "The dedication of their Class Teacher Mentors,
and Roehampton Mentors, is testament to the way the
Roehampton Partnership is flexible and resilient and shows all
involved going above and beyond to ensure that 'pandemic
placements' can still result in high quality entrants to the
profession. Without doubt, they have all risen to the challenge
and should be highly commended and thanked."
Here are some typical comments made by the Class Teacher Mentors overseeing our students'
placements:
"Nadia is a natural teacher. She has led her experience from the outset - making sure I had all the right
papers signed, telling me what she needed to do, and providing plans for the whole week in advance."
"Annabel has stayed positive, consistent and resourceful. Children who would often walk out of the
classroom in 'normal' times are choosing to stay and learn because Annabel is actively engaging them in
learning that has been adapted to meet their individual needs."
"Aideen created online lessons which she uploaded to YouTube and which were inspirational. There was
an art lesson and one on musical terms which were excellent. Aideen never wavered in her keenness to
take on extra tasks. She really took on the 'no challenge is too big' notion and made it look simple. It
increased her resilience."
"Lily has been so enthusiastic and has put on all the silly voices, used all the props and more to engage
the children without even being asked to!"
Original article here: https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/education/news/teaching-students-on-lockdownplacements-win-over-40-awards/

'We've changed the narrative': Pandemic positivity on the
Alton Estate
A BBC news story detailing the work of the Roehampton Response Network, working to support our local
community during lockdown: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-56413821
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Developing trainees’ breadth of subject knowledge and
approaches
We are fortunate to have good connections with local organisations and colleagues across the university,
who have enhanced BA Year 1s’ learning since their return from placement. Every Friday we welcome a
range of speakers, who in this past six weeks have included the following. If you know of any organisations
who might be able to support students in the future, do let us know! Emily and Anthony, APCs Year 1.
Roehampton-raised poet, Joseph Coelho
Student feedback:
“Who knew poetry could be so flexible and
creative?”
“I fell back in love with poetry – highly
recommended.”
“It is so good to see someone who is inspired (and
inspiring) with words! Thanks, Joseph.”
https://www.thepoetryofjosephcoelho.com/
Professor Marilyn Holness OBE spoke about
her life in education

https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/news/2020/october/
exhibition-celebrating-britains-black-femaleprofessors-includes-professor-marilyn-holness/
Image credit: Bill Knight.

Student feedback:
“Marilyn truly inspired the future generation of
teachers to take up our place in 'Teaching
Society' no matter our culture, ethnic or diverse
backgrounds. Marilyn's approach centred on 'if
not now then when, if not you then who' will
influence developing young minds in our
education system? Marilyn's far-reaching
teaching experience and determination to
succeed is reflected in all our lives that no matter
your shortcomings, these can be overcome with
positivity and self-confidence to grow into future
educators which Marilyn emphasises is so
important to prevent the injustices experienced
by our predecessors throughout the twentieth
century. Marilyn brings a nostalgic and realistic
portrayal of the modern classroom to life … not to
be missed!”

We have also had environmental themes and were
lucky to have the Friends of Barnes Common,
Urban.Wise, Wandsworth Riverside Waste
Authority and the Holly Lodge Centre, Richmond
Park alongside our Growhampton Grower, Ollie
Cem. Thanks to all of them for joining us, and their
contact details are below if you want to get in touch.
https://wrwa.gov.uk/schools-adult-groups/
http://www.thehollylodgecentre.org.uk/
http://urbanwise.london/
https://www.roehamptonstudent.com/growhampton
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Student feedback:
The events selected have really given me an insight
to how I can make my classroom fun and interactive.
Before, I was solely interested in specialising in
EYFS/KS1 because I thought creativity and
interactive approaches would be stifled in KS1/KS2
but learning about different programmes and ways
to make learning creative was a great insight.”
“Very interesting and informative session.”
“Lovely to see how learning can be incorporated
outside to provide multisensory learning.”

Sharing expertise, developing expert teaching
Experienced Teacher Day 2021

We were delighted by the student responses to
the Experienced Teacher Day we held in
February with the support of school partners,
Roehampton Mentors and expert bodies such as
the Royal Geographical Society. Thanks to
colleagues who took part! The highlights of the
day were many and culminated with a zoom call
with a former student live from Myanmar! Please
see over the page for feedback from our
students.

If you would like to take part in our next online
conference, do add your details here
https://forms.gle/D8EKuNox6epzVosf9
or
contact anthony.barlow@roehampton.ac.uk.
The theme is Leading in the Humanities, Art
and Science Conference on Thursday 27th
May from 9-5pm, and we are looking for
teachers and leaders to share their practice.
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Really refreshing insights which will be
useful in future practice
I gained a lot from today. Every session was
well thought out and provided lots of
opportunity to think, reflect and learn. The
main idea I will take away from today is
actually what Ollie spoke about in regards
to the behaviour policy - connect and
redirect their emotions in order to help them
work through what they are feeling whilst
knowing that it is ok to feel that way.
I feel as though I have had a bit of a
confidence boost. You don't have to be
perfect as you won't be!
I learnt how to incorporate mindfulness into
everyday practice as I had never seen this
approach so clearly with children before. It
really opened my eyes. I also believe it is so
important to integrate to help with the
wellbeing of our children.

[It was] so valuable to hear teachers and leaders with
such diverse experience and at different stages in
their careers. It makes it possible to see a career
progression and to see how a career in teaching can
develop in so many different and exciting ways. You
can develop your passions and interests.
I think that I have gained a whole new branch of
perspective from how to do follow pupil progress,
how to engage pupils, how to enhance pupils
learning AND how to adapt learning to online (and
how this can carry over into the classroom).
Today's meeting was a wonderful opportunity to gain
insight into the many perspectives, both theoretical
and practical, and how they can give us a better
understanding of primary education. There was such
as variety of experiences that guest speakers brought
to the meeting that made for a fascinating few hours
of questions, answers and queries. A very fulfilling
and insightful day that was very appreciated!

It has given me lots of good real-life
examples of how to put theory in place. I will
be using the idea of P.A.C.E Playfulness,
Acceptance, Curiosity and Empathy.

I feel I can become a much better-rounded teacher
with all I gained from today. It made me aware of
all the other things to take into account rather
than just delivering a lesson.

The sessions made me feel very
inspired- especially when hearing from
current teachers who had very insightful
knowledge. I have gained behaviour
management strategies and how to best
manage
and
create
positive
relationships with students.

It's been helpful to have a range of learning and
teaching strategies and approaches revisited as this
means that key ideas that have been covered in
school and on the course are reactivated - retrieved
from long term memory you might say!

Subject Advisory Panels 2020/21
Please find below the dates for our Summer Subject Advisory Panels, where we invite subject coordinators
in schools to talk to our subject leads about curriculum design. We will share our curriculum intent and
implementation with subject coordinators, and they will share theirs. This will be a ninety meeting via
Zoom, as scheduled below:
Subject

Term

Date

Geography

Summer 1

May 5th

English

Summer 1

May 5th

Maths

Summer 2

June 16th

Contact
Anthony Barlow
Anthony.Barlow@roehampton.ac.uk
Alastair Daniel
Alastair.Daniel@roehampton.ac.uk
Lorraine Hartley
Lorraine.Hartley@roehampton.ac.uk

If a subject coordinator in your school is interested in joining one of the above sessions, please contact the
relevant tutor in the table above copying in Matthew Sossick: matthew.sossick@roehampton.ac.uk.
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Towards a Balanced and Broadly-Based Curriculum
Free resources to support CPD and reflection
The National Association for Primary Education, in collaboration with Humanities 20:20 and the
Primary Umbrella Group, held a well-attended online conference called TOWARDS A BALANCED
AND BROADLY-BASED CURRICULUM on Monday March 8th 2021.
A recording, text and slides for the Christian Schiller lecture given by Dr Tony Eaude on ‘Why a balanced
and broadly-based curriculum matters - particularly for young children and those from disadvantaged
backgrounds’ is available here: https://www.nape.org.uk/post-conference-slides
Beneath that are the slides from the four presentations which followed the lecture:
Social action in the Primary School - Envisioning a better future for all: Naheeda Maharasingham, Rathfern
Primary School, Lewisham
Developing a curriculum as rich in humanity as in knowledge: Clare Whyles, St Ebbe’s Primary School,
Oxford
Beyond Teaching; Experiencing a Purposeful Curriculum: Rachel Ford, Bannockburn Primary School,
Greenwich
Exploring History through the local: Alison Hales, University of Greenwich
Please feel free to share
info@humanities2020.org.uk

these

and

to

send

any

feedback

or

comments

to

A Balanced and Broadly Based Curriculum - The Christian Schiller Lecture
“Why a balanced and broadly-based curriculum matters - particularly for
young children and those from disadvantaged backgrounds. Tony was
the keynote speaker for the Schiller Lecture this year at the Conference.
Dr. Eaude has published widely on a range of educational topics
extending from pedagogy in the classroom to children's moral, social and
cultural development, earning himself the reputation as one of the most
articulate and enlightened voices in the primary sector. His most recent
book (2020), Identity, Culture and Belonging: Educating Young Children
for a Changing World, characteristically draws on his wealth of teaching
experience in the primary school, including headship and his insights into
the changing contexts for schooling and children's development.”
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Postgraduate Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring
This year long course will enable you to develop the
attitudes and skills you need to become a highly
effective professional coach/mentor within the
education sector.
We will help you to build a
repertoire of powerful techniques (such as incisive
questioning, active listening, goal setting and effective
feedback) that will greatly enhance your practice. We
will also guide you through some of the most insightful
literature in the field and encourage you to critically
engage with it. In addition, you will increase your own
self-awareness using psychometric testing, journal
writing and peer coaching.
The course is delivered through stimulating, interactive
workshops at Roehampton (on weekday evenings and
weekends). There will also be blended learning sessions
and online forums. The assessment has two components
- a presentation on a specific aspect of
coaching/mentoring and a short film of your practice as a
coach/mentor with an accompanying commentary.
Duration:

1 year (part-time)

Programme Start:

September 2021

Specific subject requirements:
Students admitted to PG Cert in Coaching and Mentoring must have a UK professional teaching
qualification (QTS/QTLS/EYPS or EYTS) and be currently employed in a school or other education setting,
as an educational practitioner (engaged in teaching and learning).
For more information:
Please contact Dr Mari Cruice, Programme Convenor: mari.cruice@roehampton.ac.uk
Or visit our course page: https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/postgraduate-courses/coaching-and-mentoringin-education/

Looking for high quality NQTs for September?
If you wish to advertise NQT jobs with us, then please do send adverts to
primarypartnerships@roehampton.ac.uk and we will share these with our current students
and graduates from last academic year. The files need to be either Word or PDF.
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Pen Portrait: Karin Doull
Your role: Principal Lecturer, Subject Lead for history,
Assistant Programme Convenor for BA Year 3, previously
programme leader BA Primary Education.
Your teaching background: PGCE in Scotland and came
down to London to find a job. Employed to cover those on
long term CPD in my first year in Wandsworth and Lambeth.
Short term supply coving in Wandsworth for two years
(mainly Battersea) and then permanent post at Chesterton
School, Battersea.
What was your first teaching experience? Providing cover
for teachers on supply, Year 3 and year 6 at Allen Edwards
school Stockwell and Year 3 and reading support across
school at Swaffield Primary, Wandsworth.
Research Interests: The role of CPD in developing history specialists’ identity and increasing teacher
agency. What children feel about history as a subject and how they like to be taught.
Key professional reading: For History, Ludmilla Jordanova (2006) History in Practice. For Curriculum
Debra Kidd (2020) A Curriculum of Hope.
Key professional writing: Doull, K, Russell, C., Hayes, A., (2019) Mastering Primary History
Favourite children’s book: Novel: The Silver Sword by Ian Serraillier. Picture Book: A New Coat for Anna
by Harriet Ziefert.
Most useful website: Teaching History with 100 objects: http://www.teachinghistory100.org/
Key messages for student teachers: Be curious, keep learning and developing your (history) subject
knowledge. Teach with passion and enthusiasm. End each day with something positive that you or the
children have done that day.
Tips to teachers: Join the Historical Association to find support, ideas and resources for teaching history.

Our Primary Subject Leads
Subject: Geography
Subject Lead Name: Anthony Barlow
Email: anthony.barlow@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 0208 392 3386
Key subject/research interests: Pupil understanding of their everyday
geography and the locality.
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Subject: Computing
Subject Lead Name: Lynda Chinaka
Email: Lynda.chinaka@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone:
Key subject/research interests: Computing Education in Primary settings.
Building confidence for the teaching of all elements of the computing
curriculum: Computer Science, Information Technology and Digital Literacy.
Ensuring practice and pedagogy that intersects with the identities and
experiences of all learners. Computing and creativity for everyone!
Subject: English
Subject Lead Name: Dr Alastair K Daniel
Email: Alastair.Daniel@Roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 3483
Key subject/research interests: oral storytelling, narrative pedagogy and
narrative cognition
Subject: History
Subject Lead Name: Karin Doull
Email: k.doull@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 3320
Key subject/research interests: Curriculum development, Importance
of CPD, Black history, women’s history and Holocaust education
Professional Links: Fellow of the Historical Association, Editor in chief of Primary History, Chartered
Teacher of History
Subject: Music
Subject Lead Name: Dr Alastair Greig
Email: a.greig@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 83923190
Key subject/research interests: Composition
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Subject: Maths
Subject Lead Name: Lorraine Hartley
Email: lorraine.hartley@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 3365

Subject: Design and Technology
Subject Lead Name: Sue Miles-Pearson
Email: s.miles-pearson@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 0208 392 5781
Key subject/research interests: CAD CAM (Computer Aided Design and
Computer Aided Manufacture); Food technology that is being taught in the English primary schools; I am
also interested in pupils in the Early years learning the key design and technology skills that they will
require for Key Stage one and beyond.
Subject: Physical Education
Subject Lead Name: Dr Alison Murray
Email: Alison.murray@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 3398
Key subject/research interests: Motor competency through student agency;
metacognition, Physical education teacher education, embodied practice

Subject: Art and Design
Subject Lead Name: Susan Ogier
Email: s.ogier@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 0208 392 3086
Subject: Science
Subject Lead Name: Nicola Treby
Email: nicola.treby@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 3263
Key subject/research interests: Varied interests relating to primary
science, including science enquiry and outdoor learning. I also have a
research interest in pastoral care within the school context.
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Subject: Religious Education
Subject Lead Name: Andrew Williams
Email: andrew.williams@roehampton.ac.uk
Telephone: 020 8392 7385
Key subject/research interests: Inter-religious dialogue (particularly between
Christianity and Judaism); theological perspectives on atheism and unbelief;
liturgy; philosophical theology; religion and the arts; contemporary spirituality.
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Partnership Materials Page:
https://external.moodle.roehampton.ac.uk/enrol/index.php?id=108
(click "Log in as guest" & enter the password RoehamptonTrainee)
University of Roehampton Primary Partnership webpage:
https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/education/primary-school-partnerships/
School Partnerships Team
email: primarypartnerships@roehampton.ac.uk
Head of Primary Initial Teacher Education: Sarah Leonard
email: sarah.leonard@roehampton.ac.uk
Head of Primary Partnerships: Lorraine McCormack
email: lorraine.mccormack@roehampton.ac.uk
Head of ITE Partnerships and CPD / Mentor Training Lead: Natalie Rankin
email: natalie.rankin@roehampton.ac.uk
BA (Undergraduate) Programme Convener Primary Education: Anthony Barlow
email: anthony.barlow@roehampton.ac.uk
PGCE (Postgraduate) Programme Convener Primary Education: Steph Laird
email: s.laird@roehampton.ac.uk
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